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Baruchian Wins
Belle Zeller Scholarship

Mary Lou Reicher

By Denise Johnson
Mary Lou Reicher, president of the
political science society, is the first Bar
uchian to receive the Belle Zeller Scholar

ship.

The Belle Zeller, seholarship fund was
set up in 197'9 to honor Belle Zeller, a
political scientist and Professor Emeri
tus of Brooklyn College. Zeller is a foun
der of the Legislative Conference and its
successor organization, PSC. The fund
has made 33 awards to date and is the
only university-wide competition at
CUNY. The scholarship is given by the
Professional Staff of Congress, in honor
of college professors.
A native New Yorker, twenty-five year
old Reicher was previously awarded with
the Endowment Fund Merit Award. "I was
thrilled to learn that I had been awarded
the Belle Zeller scholarship, as well
because I didn't think that I was going to
get it."
Reicher attended Bryant High School,
in Long Island City, where she ai:hieved
the honor roll. A lower junior majoring in
political science, with a 3.88 scholastic
average, Reicher plans to attend law school
in the future. "I want to enter a program
where I can get a masters in public policy
along with my law degree," she said.
Besides being president of the poli.
tical science society, Reicher serves as
acting-treasurer of the Association of
Students of Liberal Arts (a· newly. form
ed organization), wh0se duties are to repre
sent the interests of students in the School
of Liberal Arts and Sciences, appoint stu
dent members to school committees, and
encourage student-faculty discourse.

THE REPORTER: What a r e the
qualifications for this scholarship?
Reicher: You have tG have a. 3.75 in
dex, and a background of community
service.
THE REPORTER: To your knowl
ege, is this scholarship just offered in
the CUNY system?
Reicher: Yes, onlv in the CUNY
system.
THE REPORTER: Was an exam re
quired?
Continued on page 7, col. 4
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CUNY GUILTY IN SEX DISCRIMINATION CASE
By Beverley Douglas
In a 31-page decision dated March 17,
United States District Court Judge Lee
J. Gagliardi ruled that CUNY had dis
criminated against women employed as
members of its professional instruction
al staff by paying them less than men in
similar positions.
The class action lawsuit was filed in
1973 by Lilia Melani and approximately
25 other women from the CUNY col
leges. Lilia Melani a professor of Eng
lish at Brooklyn College and the other
female employees were permitted by
the court to represent the entire female
professional instructional staff "or who
at any time since October 1968 have
been so employed or have sought such
employment." Clerical or custodial
workers were not included in the lawsuit
nor the female staff from Mt. Sinai.
Medical School.
Plaintiffs commenced the action pur
suant to Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, 42 U.S.C. ·section 2000e, and 42
U.S.C. Section 1983 against the Board
of Trustees of CUNY. (Title VII.pro
hibits discrimination among other
things, on the grounds of sex, in terms
and conditions of employment.) 'fhey
�allege sex 0iscr-iminatien ir1 virtl!lalily all
facets of defendants'�em('>loymeni: pr·ac
tices including hiring, promotion, sal
ary, and fringe benefits. However, tl'ie
decision addressed the issue of salary
discrimination only.
In their criticisms of plaintiffs, CUNY
clai'm that their (plaintiffs') studies are

Plaintifts charged that defendants
pay less to female members of the in
structional staff than it pay:s to similarly
qualified male members. Evidence was
based on a series of-statistical studies of
the CUNY instructional staff. These
studies were conducted by Dr. Mark R.
Killingsworth, a labor economist and
professor of economics at Barnard Col
lege of Columbia University. In addition
to Dr. Killingsworth's statistical studies,
other evidence introduced at triai in
clude Dr. Marilyn Gittel's description of
her work on the Chancellor's Advisory
Committee on the Status of Women at
CUNY and a copy of the report pro
duced by that committee in 1971. Plain
tiffs also submitted a sup.p lemental
study which focused on sex discrimin
ination in assignment of faculty to the
raf'lks of professor, associate professor
assistant professor, instructor and lec
turer.
The CUNY Instructional Staff Profile
data tapes were the source for the sta
tistical studies. These data tapes con
tained information regarding the in
strwctional staff for each semester from
the Fall of 1972 to the Fall of 1977.
Acc0rding to Judge Gagliardi's de
ci,s·io_n ,. ' the sur,vey 0f all staff 0n., the
13P tapes in-dicates an overall average
male-female salar)' differential of ap
proximately $3,530."
hopelessly flawed because they reflect
the effect of employment decisions
1

made prior to. March 24, 1972, the date
when Titl'e VII became applicable to

CUNY. Further, they claim that the de
cision "does not cite proof that any
single individual woman _has been dis
criminated against on the basis of sex,"
and that "statistics alone, without proof
of individual claims of discrimination
and without regard to the University's
affirmative actions and policies wrth
respect to women, can ever be suffi.
cient to support a finding of intentional
discrimination."
However, Judge Gagliardi's ruling
states that "plaintiffs have produced
statist_ically significant evidence that
women hired as CUNY instructional
staff since 1972 receive substantially
lower salaries than similarly qualified

men.''

Joseph J. Garcia, one of the attorneys
who represented the plaintiffs stated
fhat ''throughout the history of this case_
there has been a pattern within the uni
· versity to disregard any evidence of dis
crimination with conclus9ry generalization without any statistical support." He
said that par-t of the trial evidence sub
mitted was of an independent case
study of female faculty at Queens Col
lege. The study, done by Ors. Hamo
vitch an.cl Morgensters, was "totally ig
r-t0G.e,d ·whe1;1 it:. was-pr.esent.E!.d t.o G:.haF'
cellor Kibbee," according to'Garcia.
"Liability will be substantial," said
Garcia. "Plaintiffs will not be awarded
punitive damages, however, back pay
will be retroactive definitely to 1972,
possibly to 1968," according to Garcia.

•

RADMILLA MILENTIJEVIC

"I love the opportunity to shape young people's minds and to channel
their lives in certain directions."
By Beverley Douglas
To the thousands of aspiring females
in attendance at Baruch with dreams of
ascendin·g the business ladder, read on.
Bear in mind, however, that once you
get there, "you work, you work, and
you do more work," according to Rad
milla Milentijevic.
Radmilla Milentijevic, Chancellor
Murphy's right hand is a native of Bel
grade, Yugoslavia, and has been living
in this country for approximately 24
years. Her job title which is almost as
long as h�r name is Deputy to the Chan
cellor for University Relations. In addi•
tion to the above title, she is also Pro
fessor of History at City College.
She,came down to the lobby at 7 p.m.
to greet me for our interview. At that
hour, she seemed on her ·second wind,
and eager to get started. T.his tall lady
with a barely discernible Slavic accent, led
the way to her large office, which was
lined with shelves crammed with books,
pamphlets and periodicals. Diplomas,
as well as certificates of commendation
from Mayor Koch, proclaiming Slavic
week, were hung on the opposite wall.
The top of her desk was buried under
sheets of paper.
The 52-year-old with a shock of gray
hair, and the ready smile, claims that
her name is •not at all extraordinary.
"Oh, it's not an unusual name. It's a
Yugoslav name and it's very typical and

Times, i'nvolved in a major story on

Radmilla Mifenriievic

easy by our standards. What makes it
difficult I guess, is because it is long
and it's spelt in a way that does not
make it easy to pronounce in the Eng
lish language," she said.
When asked about the duties of a
Deputy to the Chancellor for Univer
sity Relations, she sat upright in the
chair, removed the pencil which she had
stuck in her hair behind her right ear,
and took a deep breath. Then .she lean
ed back in her chair, gazed at the ceil
ing and just as quickly, brought her
eyes down to meet mine. She talked.
She talked about CUNY. She talked
about the late Chancellor Kibbee for
whom she had worked in a different
capacity-primarily in the area of adult
and continuation education. She talked
about how she wowld like to get the
media, for example, The New York

CUNY.
Dr. Milentijevic does not seem too
pleased with the way the media, and in
particular the print medium, handles
CUNY. "I'd like to guide their reporters
in what we have to offer in terms of the
kinds of students we have, the kinds of
resources we have, the kind of faculty,
new programs, all the challenging
things about the university," she said.
She firmly believes that what the media
considers news at the moment (concern
ing CUNY) is not necessarily news. "I
want to make them (media) realize how
important it is to give space in the news
to the wonderful things that are hap
pening to the university ... to try to pre
sent the university in the best possible
light qn any given issue. This is the
thing I'd love to do with the press," she
said.
For 12 years she was a History teach
er at City College where she taught
Modern European History on both the
undergraduate and graduate levels. Dr.
Milentijevic obtained her undergrad
uate degree at the University of Bel
grade. She majored in Economics. In
1961, she completed graduate studies at
the University of Chicago (History) and
three years later in 1964, she begun her
doctoral studies at Columbia University
(History).
Continued on page 5, col. 1
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EDITORIAL
"BAD BOYS"

ARE THEY ENDANGERED?

Have you ever stopped and taken stock of the big whigs in society, 'those con
temporary sirens-the political leaders?
Somehow they are reminders of what childishness means and embodies.
Those world leaders use their countrymen-of course the non-politicians-as
pawns in their big game of chess; as guinea pigs in the "biopolitical" ex
periments; and as sitting ducks in their real-live "battleship" game.
For example, now Ronnie and Yuri are at odds because one has more toys
than the otber. So-what does Ronnie do? Since his allowance is big, he plans to
exhibit bigger and more sophisticated toys all over Europe.
Should both these kids decide to stage a big fight, they should not summon
others to fight for them. The responsibility rests with them. Because of their
wealth, they have vaunted their toys and should sort out their differences alone.
Why do students, of all.people, have to fight for grown menl If politicians are
appealing to the fires. of patriotismijingoism they should first demonstrate it.
They should show that they are willing to die as patriots.
All world leaders who create wars should get ifl a sandbox and have a tag team
match or battle royal. Absurd? Think about it. Since they create wars, they
should resolve it among themselves without requiring and forcing their coun
trymen to help commit their senseless misuse and sacrificing of human beings.

- Esmond Scott

KUDOS

Like the bald eagle and the California condor, good manners and cowrtesy in
general, are becoming endangered species at Baruch College.
Where have they flown? Have they simply taken an hiatus?
No longer are yawns covered or stifled. Mouths are opened as wide as possi
ble regardless of whether saliva spews onto neighbors' clothing. We cough ar:Jd
because "good manners" are vacationing someplace other than at Baru-ch,
again mouths are uncovered. Cigarettes are lit and the smoke blown acro�s anci
into the faces with not even an "excuse me" or "would this upset you terribly if
I smoked." Hearty greetings are shouted to colleagues during class time in
hallways, in crowded elevators and while conversations are already in progress.
There is no "asking for pardon."
We saunter 10-15 minutes late into classrooms. There is never an apology to
the professor. Not to be outdone, instead of sitting in the nearest chair, we d�ag
a chair or proceed to the farthest corner of the room while the lecture is in prog
ress.
Gobs of hair, as well as lipstick-stained and germ-filled. paper towels fill
bathroom sinks. Why should we clean up? It's fashionable. Everyone else does
it.
Good manners and social conduct are becoming extinct and the decline is a
cause for concern. However, why should Baruch face the brunt of all thiis? This
institution, which produces business leaders, is only part of the stem of ii Big Ap
ple whose core is fastly rotting.
- Beverley Douglas

To Michael Williams-Ottey, editor-in-chief and the rest of the staff of
KINGSMAN-, a very s incere thank you for the warm hospitali ty on
March 25.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Hitler Comes To Power:

Jan. 30, 1933
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to Cary
Federman's article "Hitler Comes To
Power: January 30 1 1933." in the
February 22nd edition of The Reporter.
While ·1 am in total agreement with
.Mr. Federman on his views of 1-jitler, I
must state that I strongly disagree with
his views on nuclear war.
Nuclear war is not winnable. Not by
the United States or the U.S.S.R. Why
should we re-arm just to to annihilate
the human race? If we are trying to
catch-up with the u:s.S.R. who says
they will sit idly while we do so? They
too, will want to get ahead. And so it
goes. Where will it end?
Instead of concentrating on being
superior-and I'm not saying we should
not be ready militarily-let us not forget
some very important issues. Let us con
centrate on wiping out hunger, and
dreaded diseases like cancer, and
racism as well as political injustices in
the world.
We can defend ourselves, but we
should not do so at the expense of
humanity. Otherwise, why a·r e we all
here?
Rachel Ives

For Your Information

To the Editor:
I am writing to compliment Beverley

Douglas on her column, "For' Your
Information.. " I ha,ve been a devoted
reader of the column since she began
writing it. It is extremely informative,
creative, and in.teresting. I hope she
keeps up the good work.
One suggestion to Beverley: I would like
to read some helpful hints on hair care,
i.e., permanents, cut?, coloring (dying).
Sincerely,
Muriel Watkins

Legislature vs. Judiciary
To .the Editor:
Firstly, I would like to thank the
Editor of the Reporter for printing my
letter in the February 22 issue.
Secondly, I would like to respond to
the letter written by Mr. Federman
which appeared in the March 21 issue.
The letter for the most part does not
warrant a response because it is a cheap
imitation of the discredited tactics used
by Joe McCarthy. However, Mr.
Federman's comment on the Warren
Court requires � firm response. Most
Americans would disagree with Mr.
Federman's comment that the Warren
Court had "set. up what amounts to a
new Constitution." Was Mr. Federman
referring to the U.S. Constitution or the
South African Constitution? One must
recall that on May 17, 1954 in Brown v.
Board of Education, the Warren Court
unanimously decided that separate
schools for blacks and whites were UN-·

Published bi-weekly during the school year, except during
holiday and exam periods, by the Publications Association of
the Evening Session, The Bernard M. Baruch College, City
University of New York. Editorial opinions are the views of the
writer(s) and do not necessarily represent those of the College
of the University.

CONSTITUTIONAL. Mr. Fed erITTan
should be reminded that on the facade
of the SuJi)reme Ceurt building are the
words "Equal Justice under Law." I
respect the right of Mr. Federman to his
opinion but if he objects to attending
Baruch College with black students,
then I suggest that Mr. Federman
should move to South Africa where a
racial bigotry is a tradition.
Returning to the controversial pro
posal by Mr. Unneland that the judi
ciary become subject to the whims of
politicians, one must remember the
Federal Constitutional Convention of
1787. The founding fathers were skepti
cal of the "popular government" and
cognizant of the fact that "in all cases
where a majority are united by a com
mon interest or passion the rights of the
minority are in danger." It was for this
reason that the Supreme Court was
created· in such a way that it was NOT
subordinate to the Legislature. The
intent was to hold the protection of
individual paramount to the whimsical
passions of popular opinion. Mr.
Unneland's proposals of making the
Judiciary a puppet of the Legislature is
Un-American because it is contrary to
the spirit and inten·t of the U.S Con
stitution.
Sincerely,
Enrico Montesa, Jr.
To the Editor:
I realize that by answering the criti-
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ci'sm levelled against me in your last
is·sue we may wi' n d UJil with a continuing
crisis, bOJt such gieberish as e·spo1>1se�
by the cowardly lion who went by the
name (though it was omitted, I wnder
stand, by the printer) of John Public
(Golly! and some say that there is noth
ing new under the sun) cannot go un
answered. Therefore, please allow me
this space to respond and elighten.
Herewith, a True or False question
naire. Ready? Go.
Our unnamed critic says: "Ira the first
place" (he does not, by the way, make
second or third poinfs "but that is be
side the J!)Oint and irrelevant"), "ame�i
ca has tolera·t ed a Stalin .... " False.
America did not tolerate Stalin, we used
him as a tool to fight the more immedi
ate enemy. Using ari -enemy to Fight an
enemy is not toleration but power poli
tics.
After giving us a tenuous summary of
Hitler's rise to power ("the people were
jubilant" and "the capitalists were
glad," he says. Which people? The
Jews? The Gypsies? Whicn capitalists?
The jewish merchant or land owner who
had his land taken away without <:om
pensation? Get your facts straight and
your Eflglish in order before you speak
such banalities) Mr. Public asks:
"Sounds familiar doesn't it?" No, not at
all. To continue our illogical syllogism,
our pusillanimous Mr. Public asks,
Continued on page 3, col. I
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All too often, we are bombarded with
information about the negative things
Black youths do in society. This media
sensationalism helps to perpetuate old
myths, and colors the perspectives of
that "macrocosm" which seems con
veniently unaware of some of our more

positive activities. This practice of
"selective coverage" is "journalistic
genocide." Those who draw conclusions
from these unflattering accounts prob
ably receive the impression that ""e are
doing less to advance ourselves than we
did at the height of the civil rights
movement when talk of equality and
brotherhood was the "in vogue" topic
among avant-garde liberals who then
felt a "moral obligation" to help correct
these "social inequities". Currently the
country is under a reactionary admin
istration, so the phenomenon of "con
servatism", euphemistically termed, in
politics and "big business", which the
administration favors, has all but taken
the place of "equal opportunity". Now
adays, most career:oriented young
Blacks are not going to be welcomed
with'"open arms" in the "old-boy"
structure of "corporate America".
In my own Harlem neighborhood, I
have been stunned by the mental acuity
of some of the youths who, lacking the
right type of guidance and reference
groups, may well be the "perpetrators"
of tomorrow. Conversely, given the
chance, and the belief in their ability to
achieve, they also have the potential to
become the doctors, lawyers, engineers,
and accountants of the future. They
should be informed about other "ave
nues" besides the one they "hang out" on,
and that "fast money" is the most expe
dient way to a really lavish funeral. They
need the correct role models to pattern
themselves after.
I was fortunate enough in my develop
mental years to have come into contact
with successful Blacks engaged in vari
ous professional disciplines. These peo
ple formed a group (in my mind) with
which I was able to identify, and to
which I have aspired to became a part

LETTERS
Continued from page 1, col. 4
thinking this is what people like me
might say, "The simple solution is to
lead economic recovery through a mili
tary build up." Again false. Military
buildups do not lead to economic recov
eries for two reasons: 1) Current data
shows that during the Vietnam War cor
porate profits fell 16.8% and, 2) I have
yet to read ari article which links the
building of an ICBM to a rise in housing
starts. Conclusion: America is not in the
same situation as Germany in the 1930s
and, furthermore, spurring an economic
recovery through a defense buildup nev
er "may seem like a brilliant idea" ex
cept to those whose eyesight is so bad
they give myopia a bad name.
T ired? Too bad, read on, I had to.
"Today there are no wars. . " I'll let
that one stand on its own laurels. (Shhh.
Do you hear something sinking?)
J.P. then hopes that I wi11 be the first
to volunteer if a war were to break out.
So, T or F, Mr. Federman will volunteer
if a war breaks out? True. To do other
wise would be an insult to those who
since 1776 have risked their lives for the
sake of the Republic.
T or F, Mr. Federman and Mr. Wein
berger hallucinate? Concerning the for
mer, no, concerning the latter, I serious
ly doubt it.
T or F, Mr. Public is an insomniac?
True. " ... he makes me sleep uneasily
Quel
.. :gives me nightmares.-"
dommage.
T or F, Mr. Federman is naive? Mani
festly false.
T or F, "The brunt of the war was
borne by the Soviet Union .. . " True
or False. True because everybody and
his brother knows that the USSR lost 20
million lives during the war. False be
cause those familiar with Stalin's terror
know that most of the dead were killed
by Stalin and his henchmen and not by
the Germans!

Public then feels that it was "funny
that German industries were not severe
ly destroyed during the war." Ha Ha.
Any high school youth who lacks in
telligence will tell you that after the war
the Russians dismantled existing Ger
man industries and took it bac_k to the
Soviet Union piece by piece. But Public
also feels that "America imposed eco
nomic colonialism on Europe while act
ing as liberators." Sorry. False. 1)
When people want goods-and there
are no industries to supply those goods
because they've been destroyed
people look eisewhere. Such was the
case after WWII. 2) By saying that
"America acted as liberators," is our
left-leaning, anti-nuke kook, unilateral
disarmer saying that we didn't liljerate
Europe? That the true liberators were
the Germans in the late '30s and '40s?
Worse, that the true liberators were the
Russians? Oh no, not the Russians. "I
have no sympathy for the Soviet Union
or its system, but the facts speak for
themselves." Oh? Your facts omitted
that the Soviet Union killed anywhere
from 20 million to 65 million of its own
citizens from 1917 to 1953. And that
Communism has killed more commu
nists than any other government in his
tory. Tell me about your facts. You
deny that the Soviets are staging a
massive military buildup in light of
overwhelming evidence to the contrary.
As for your "I have no sympathy" bit,
don't apologize, exclaim, let the world
know, don't be embarrassed, you can do
it.
Finally, T or F. Letters such as the
one written by John Public Nuisance do
not deserve rebuttal? True. My reason
for rebuttal, however, is because the
letter was filled with mistakes, ad homi
nem attacks, left-wing ideology, and
sheer amateurism concerning politics,
history and world affairs. My thanks to
the editor for allowing me this space and
my special thanks to those who took this

Mark E/11011 Ballard

Baruch's Mark B,illard recently won a.n
essay contest sponsored by tne Easter,n
Region of the National Association of Black
Accountants [NABA] at i.ts eightl>r general
conference. The fttle of his essay was,
"How NASA is Shaping TomorJow's
Business Leaders."
Mr. Ballard who entered Baruch in 198.2,
after transferring from Hunter College, t.iad
aspirations to be an a1Stor. Howe;ver, m;;.
c0rding to him, he prefers "being r.'loh and
boorish than cultwred and r:,00r." A!i a
result, he is now pursuing an Ac(;oailtfog
degree.
Expecting to graduate in Fall '8$, f!.?\f,
Ballard plans to pursue an MBA lr1\Jil11r;.imee
or Taxation and a J.D. in Taxa'ti@n !'..aw.
How NABA is Shaping Tomorrow's
Business Leaders

of. That line of development is currently
being continued as I participate in the
functions and administration of such or
ganizations as The Nationaf Association
of Black Accountants, NASA.
In business, one of the requisites of
success is being well informed. As a
NASA member I am presented with a
virtual cornucopia of current informa
tion about the trends and changes in
accounting, and some of the Black men
and women who are active in helping to
effect these changes. Channels of input
that had previously seemed vague to me
are now more accessible. NASA has
engendered a sense of professional cam
araderie in that it is a viable and effec
tive network of people with similar car
eer goals. Such relationships are critical
to the concept of "networking"; it is as
important for those who have "made it"
to foster goodwill among those who
have yet to "make it", as it is for them
to maintair:i contact with those who have
similarly "made it". "Don't burn your
bridges" is a cliche that is more than
apropos in this regard. Such cohesive
ness and esprit de corps could have a
twofold benefit; we would become an
economically more powerful people, and
could use that particular feature to gain
political leverage. To merely achieve
material wealth and just be complacent
ly bourgeois is inadequately wrong. A
contribution must be made, not neces
sarily in the monetary sense of the
word, but in taking the time to commu
nicate, advise, teach, and inspire. To
reiterate, an example must_ be set . .
leadership i s an active quality; one must
become involved and concerned about
the activities and interests of others.
NASA promotes leadership by example
and by involvement.
For me to say that financial success is
quiz and did as well as I.
Sincerely,
Cary Federman

Easter Rituals

To the Editor:
In reference to "Easter Rituals" by
Arthur 0. Anyah: It is very -shameful
when research is distorted tactfully to
disallow the religious beliefs of others.
There are many flaws which can easily
be disputed, but actually the sentiments
preser-ited are not important at alI.
Question any six year old atttending a
Christian parochial school as to the
reason Jesus was honored on Palm Sun
day and the answer would be that Jesus
was being honored as a hopeful king of
the Jewish people and their long
awaited Messiah. At that time society
honored a celebrity with the tradition of
throwing palms at his feet.
Actually the crucifixion was the
beginning of Christianity. It was dif
ferent because Jesus died, was buried,
and aro- s e again. Here again, to the
Christian world it is actual fact and to
non-believers debatable. One must
remember that in science as well as any
religion everything regretably is de
batable. Under these circumstances, it
would be impossible for us believers to
accept the author's concepts. We feel a
miracle of great magnitude was ac
complished: THE RESURRECTION.
This joyous event was beyond the cap
abi I ities of man and only within the
powers of God, Jesus.
The fact still remains'that i·n your text
you maintain a closed mind and try in
essence to destroy the true meaning
of Easter. For approximately nineteen
hundred and eighty-three years this
miracle has lived within the. Christian
World and an insignificant misguided
individual such as yourself certainly is
not going to ch<1nge anything.
Your arguments were in poor taste
and definitely showed a capacity for lack

subordinate to my every desire would
be a gross prevarication of the truth.
However, success, per se, would be
Pyrrhic, empty. Nor do I want to be a
"credit to my race", but rather some
one whom, in the future, Black youths
might select as one of many positive
role models 'in existence at that time.
NASA is helping to make this a reality;
the road which I have chosen to travel
has been better illuminated by those
trailblazers and pathfinders who took
the time and initiative to form such an
invaluable channel. My personal invest
ment in time and participation in NASA
will pay off in career dividends that will
increase as time progresses. These
"dividends" will be "reinvested" in
"futures" ...those of success-oriented
young Black men and women like my
self. Their striving and succeeding aca
demically and professionally should be
the "other" type of "return on invest
ment" that we should seek as the busi
ness leaders of tomorrow. We in NASA
should be held "accountable" for the
"interest" we invest in them, and in
our future as leaders, today.
•

Celebrate
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Help the
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March of Dimes
Fight
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of tolerance. The method used was
Hitlerism with a dagger pointing to an
other religious group.
Remember maturity and wisdom are
somethings that unfortunately we do not
alI possess but rest assured .I am pray
ing to our God to please enlighten you.
God Bless and please let us keep the
record straight.
Sincerely,
- Jim F. Gallo
To the Editor:
The article "Easter Rituals" by Ar
thur 0. Anyah is a misleading one-sided
essay full of half-truths, partial quotes
and misinformation. It was obvious that
he did not fully research this topic or he
set out to portray a tainted picture.
Is it not natural for a celebration of
renewal of faith to coincide with the re
birth of one of God's greatest creations,
n_ature? True the pagan did celebrate
the coming of spring but it is not related
to the celebration of Easter. The East
ern Orthodox Church did not succumb
to pagan tradition. The Eastern Ortho
dox Church still waits for the completion
of Passover to celebrate Easter. Jesus
went to Jerusalem on Palm Sunday for a
post-Passover celebration. We follow
the historical record of the Bible.
Jesus gave sign that he was the savi
or not through his death but his res
urrection.
From this point forward I hope you do
more involved research.
Mary Parlou
EDITOR'S NOTE: ERRATA

1. In the March 25 issue, page 1, col. 1,
'Morse Jones' should have read 'Mark
Jones.' (for photo-credits)
2. The letter to the Editor re: "Hitler Comes
to Power" (February 2 issue), the name
"John Public" was inadvertently omit
ted.
.
3. R e: "Easter R ituals," please note that
Christianity's most sacred festival was
indee?• ���ed for a P?gan deity.
.
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SPRING COVERAGE
MORE ON COMPUTER
Good News & Bad News
Most buyers are spending more than
$200 for a personal computer system,
but much less than $10,000. A good buy
is a personal matter, because a com
puter package should be tailored to your
needs, as wel.l as your budget. What
exactly do you buy when you buy a
"computer"? At the store, it is often a
one-price advertised package that in
cludes a central processing unit and
primary memory, a keyboard, perhaps a
video monitor, a disk drive or a printer
or some software. It may be enough to
The .blazer is a perennial fashion
handle what you want it to do, but your
individually chosen, add-on extra, really favorite-and it makes more sense than
ever in the Spring, when balmy aftermake the system that works for you.
. noons can be' followed by cool breezy
They also ;i.dd to the cost.
nights. The best blazer is one in a
The good news is that usefu� home
neutral tone and in a classic style than
systems are getting cheaper, smarter,
can be worn with anything from walking
faster and more "friendly" toward their
dress.
silk-slip
to a
shorts
users. The bad news in this burgeoning
"McCall's"
industry is a lack of compatibility or
standards from brand to brand, or pro
gram to program.
DANCING! EXERCISE!
One program may accept a fine home
Befqre you buy that blazer to ;how off
accounting program. -Another runs only·
your figure, take a good look at your
a poor one, or none. One may be great
figure. Did you put on poundage during
for serious work but hopeless at games.
the winter months? Are you proud of
Machines with larger primary memories· the way you look? If not consider danc
can process more material at one time,
ing as a means to exercise and reduce
and will accept more and sometimes
and tone up overall. Dancing is fi.ne
better pr�grams.
tuning for thL entire musculo-skeletal
system. Accora;'lg to Dr. Richard
Bachrach, director of The Center for
Dance Medicine in New York City,
maintaining good alignment helps you
to stay ,in shape throughout your life.
This may be one of the reasons why
dancers are often so long-lived.
Whether:- you are a raw beginner or
you have studjed dancing as a child,
your ultimate aim in a dance class is to
please yourself. If you attend class two
to three times each week, your- body
gradually will remember the movements
and the rhythms. Soon you will find
yourself responding to the music. You
can move with·.more confidence. You're
Some Personal Questions
dancing!
• How much time can you spend learn
ing how to use your computer-? Only
your know-how and use will keep it from
becoming just a high-tech paperweight.
• Do you want a machine that can grow
afte·r you have mastered the basics?
That wil_l accept, say, memory ex
panders, additional disk drives, even
extra circuit boards for timing light
switches or running programs in other
computer languages? Or do you prefer a
cheaper, limited, but workable entry
ticket lnto the computer world? Both are
available.
• How much time can you spend shap
ing? Some excellent, moderately priced
systems may combine components
made by different companies. But you
have to shop piece by piece.
• Are you shopping in a "user-friendly"
environment? In a user-friendly store,
There are so many joyful ways to
patient, expert salespeople answer your
dance. You have plenty of choices.
questions, and demonstrate their wares.
There is Ballroom dancing, Aerobic
You can call them back· when problems
dancing, Ballet, Modern dance, Tap dance,
arise later home for advice or service.
·
and Jazz.
User-friendly documentation is manuals
" J azz Works the Torso. For a style of
and other instructions that the lay per
dancing based on exuberance and
son can comprehend.
• Are you wavering between brands of energy, there is nothing like jazz. In a
jazz class, you will exercise the pelvis,
similar price and quality? It might be
rib cage, shou_l ders, chest., arms and
smart to pick one that has a local users
head.
club that meets regularly to share i�
If the thought of a strenuous series of
•
formation, magazines that specialize in
sit-ups or if puffing away on a stationary
it, and independent software houses
exercise bicycle leaves you cold, sign up
writing software for it.
• How much houseroom do you have for an aerobic-dancing course. (Baruch
College has Aerobics Classes on Tues
for your equipment? Enough to make it
ays and Thursdays). It is designed to
comfortable to use-no backaches or
the heart and lungs and
strengthen
eye-strain? Try it out first.
improve circulation. The pace is non-stop
"Consumer Views - Citibank"

and the action is fun. You start with a
warm up to improve flexibility and
finish with a cool-down to relax
muscles.
• Tap for Stamina - Fast footwork and
expressing body· rhythm through sound
are the happy characteristics of tap
da_ncing. Today's tap dancing combines
the flat-footed style of the past with
"travelling" steps and turns, arm
movements and �icks inspired by ballet.
You can develop strong legs and agile
feet and tone back and stomach
muscles.
There are dance schools in the metro
politan area that offer classes in ballet,
tap, jazz and modern dance. Check your
-telephone directory. If you're a begin
ner, make sure that the classes a�e on
the adult beginner level. These classes
are especially geared to teach mature
yet untra·i ned bodies at a pace that's
less demanding than classes for ex
perienced and professional dancers.
Your local YWCA may also offer
classes, as well as some of the CUNY
colleges in your neighborhood.
"Redbook"
CUSTOMS UPS DUTY EXEMPTIONS

CITY COLLEGE
4/20 - The Destine Afro-Haitian Dance
Company at 4-6 p.m., Theatre
B, Aron Davis Hall (Reservations
677-7300)
. QUEENSBOROUGH
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
4/23 - Works by Smetana, · Liszt, and
Rachmaninoff. Featuring
Michael Curt, piano. Martin
Canellakis, conductor. 8:30 p.m.
('Fickets: $5, $4)
4/24 - Clark Terry & His Jolly Giants
at 3:00 p.m. (Tickets: $25 ' $15 '
$10)
5/1 - DEATHTRAP by Ira Levin - a
touch of Broadway. At 7:00 p.ru.
(Tickets: $10, $9, $8) ·
5/7 - In Celebration of the Queens Tri
centennial - QCC Chorus Con
cert, R. John Specht, director.,
at 8:30 p.m. (Tickets: $4.00)
5/15 - Masterwork Chamber Series
presents Celebrating Brahms'
Birthday with works by Brahms,
Debussy, and Fry, at 3:00 p.m.
Kurzweil Recital Hall (Tickets:
$5)
LEHMAN COLLEGE
4/30 - Oq.nce Theatre of Harlem per
forming at the Concert Hall at
8:00 p.m. (Tickets�$11, $9, $7
960-8833)
QUEENS COLLEGE
4/30 - Renata Scotto performing at 8:30
p. m. at the Colden Center
(Tickets $12, $H,. $10/520-7200)
4/27-30 - Susan Einhorn directs
"Matchmaker" at 8:00 p.m. on
April 27-30 and on May 1 at 3:00
p.m. (Tickets: $4.50 and $3.50)

It's almost that tirT)e of year when
people begin to think about the places
to vacation. Well there is good news for
international travelers. The U.S. Cus
toms Service increased the.duty exemp
tions to which U.S. residents are en
titled when returning home from an
overseas trip.
The exemption is now $400 for each
resitjent. Resi·dents return from the U.S.
Virgin Islands, Guam, or American
Samoa are entitled to an $800 exemp
tion rather
- than $600. Residents who
buy up a storm and exceed their exemp
tions will be charged 10% flat rate of
duty on the next $1,000 worth of goods
acquired outside the U.S. For purchases
made in .the U.S. insular possessions,
the flat rate of duty is 5% on the next
$1,000 worth.
Travelers mailing home gifts can get
a $50 exemption if the parcel w,as sent
home from abroad; $100 if sent from the
U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, or American
Samoa.
"Daily �ews"

CENTRAL LIBRARY IN
JAMAICA, QUEENS

Book Discussion Series - with Fay Leavy
4/19 - "Song of Solomon" by Toni
Morrison at 1:00 p,m.
5/10 - "Absalom, Absalom" by William
Faulkner at 1;00 p.m.
FREE MOVIES

ENTERTAINMENT
IN & AROUND CUNY & NYC
BARUCH COLLEGE
4/19 - Robert Pen Warren, poet &
novelist will read from his works
at 3:00 p.m. - Faculty Lounge.
4/21 - Pianist Charles Rosen and author
of "The Classical Style" to per
form at 1:00 p.m. - Nallin Recital
Hall
5/4 - Pamela Tudor-Craig, professor of
fine art at Harlaxton College to
lecture at 3:00 p.m. - PAS bldg.
Room 1016

4/24 - "Anr,iie Hall" (Woody Allen,
Diane Keaton, Tony Roberts)
5/1 - "Queen of the Stardust Ball
room" (Maureen Stapleton,
Charles Durning)
5/8 - "Going in Style" (George Burns,
Art Carney)
5/15 - "Harold & Maude" (Ruth
Gordon, Bud Cort)
Movie Showings at 1: p.m.
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Highlights of Hispanic Week
(Apri.I4-81983)
(Photographs by Mike Richardson)

The New York City Department of Cultural Affairs is co
sponsoring with the New York City Urban Corps a seminar on
the Arts Apprenticeships Program on Thursday, April 28, 1983 at
1 :00 p.m. The purpose of this seminar is to inform Baruch
students of the availability of outside sources for college work
study with various New York City artist or art organizations.
The seminar will be conducted in an informal, relaxed at
mosphere in room 1304 located in the 23rd Street building. In
formation will be given as to how to qualify for college work
study through the financial aid office, placement of interns on a
paid or volunt�er basis, and the possibility of receiving college
credit for internships. The program offers good administrative,
managerial and organizational skills and opportunities to
students interested in persuing a career in art administration.
Guest speakers will include independent artists, intern super
visors, past and present interns, and the Director of the program,
Ms. Claire Tankel, who will explain in more detail the objectives
and function of the Department of Cultural Affairs.
There will also be a film on apprenticeships with artists stating
the value such an experience can provide to any interested stu
dent. This is to be followed by a question and answer period in
which any other concerns can be dealt with. Refreshments are
planned, so please attend. It may prove to be just the step need
ed to identify an alternative direction for a serious business stu
dent.
Keith M. Woods
Baruch Student
Seminar Coordinator

Radmilla Milentijevic
Continued from page 7

For a year and one-half, she worked
as Special Assistant to the Chancellor
(Board of.Ed.) for Personnel, Labor Rela
tions & Higher Ed. in the New York
City school system before returning to
CUNY about three years ago to work for
the late Chancellor Kibbee. "I may be
very new on the scene o f public rela
tions, but I'm not new to the universi
ty," she said, explaining her attachment
to CUNY.
"When Chancellor Murphy came
aboard he decided to keep me-for the
time being at least. I've gone from crisis
to crisis from 1975 on up in the leader
ship of the faculty senate where I served
on the exacto committee for a few
years," she explained. She continued,
"I've been on the leadership of the fac
ulty union, professional staff congress,
both of these involvements though
somewhat different in the objectives
they were trying to accomplish made it
possible·for me to familiarize myself
with the larger institutions-with its
complexities and its problems so when I
took this assignment which the Chan
cellor asked me to do sometime in the
middle of October, 1982, I may be new
to the public relations world but I know
the university, I relate to it, I know it
from within and so I think I know its
strengths in the area where very few
public relations persons would."
During the late Chancellor Kibbee's

administration, she served as his liaison
with the Board of Education, a position
she still holds in addition to her current
responsibilities. In comparing her two
bosses, she speaks of Murphy as "dy
namic, more aggressive but in a positive
sense of the word. His standards are
very high," she explained. She was
quick to add, however, that the late
Chancellor's standards were also high
but that Murphy "articulates more than
his predecessor." Continuing, she
claimed, "he stands without hesitation,
he makes you know what he expects and
he expects nothing less than excellence
i_n performance. All this makes my job
with him very exciting, very challen
ging, and very demanding." Dr. Milen
tijevic c ontinues, "He's injecting a kind
of dynamism, a kind of direction for the
university which is very challenging and
I think has good promise for our fu
ture."
Dr. Milentijevic's typical workday
begins sometime around 9 or 10 a.m.,
and usually lasts until 9 or 10 p.m. She
supervises 8-9 persons in her role as
Deputy to the Chancellor for University
Relations. In the area of adult educa
tion, she supervises approximately 75
people working in the CUNY High
School Equivalency program located at
seven colleges at the university. The
CUNY High School Equivalency Pro
gram is a cooperative program with the
Board of Education and is offered tui
tion-free. It handles approximately

10-12,000 students per year and ap
proximately 3,000 students graduate
from the program, many of whom are
recruited to the CUNY colleges. A good
part of Dr. Milentijevic's job is to an
swer the incessant telephone calls from
the media. "Some of the questions are
simple, direct, and easy to answer.
Others are more complex and very in
volved," she said.
Does the Deputy to the Chancellor for
University Relations relax? She threw
back her hand and laughed, then she
proceeded to describe her little farm in
Rhinebeck-approximately 100 miles
north of New York City. Here she has a
little vineyard and cultivates her garden
of grapes, vegetables, and a walnut
tree. "Deep in my heart I'm a peasant
from the Balkans. I can't run away from
my origins." When I was teaching, I
went (to the farm) every weekend, but
now working for Chancellor Murphy,
there is not much time. I try to get there
every two weeks- if only for a day
just to breathe some ·fresh air, take
some walks," she said.
Dr. Milentijevic who has never been
married, and thinks it is a question of
"ones preferences" credits her Slavic
background for her love of literature
especially Russian literature-and class
ical, music. "Nothing can speak to me
as forcefully and as meaningful as class
ical music. I love Beethoven, and Boris
Godounov is my favorite opera. When I
was young, she continued, "I loved

Dostoevsky, but as I grew older and
more mature, authors like Tolstoy, lvo
Andric, James, and Miller appeal to
me."
The History teacher (on a leave of ab
sence) with a fluency in Serbo-Croatian,
Russian, and French still yearns for the
classroom. As she states, "I love the
opportu[lity to shape young people's
minds and to channel their lives in cer
•
tain directions."
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By Adolph Barclay

QUIZ WHIZ

1. What does it mean to, "throw down
the gauntlet"?
2. What is an archipelago?
3. With what sport would you asso
ciate the name Niki Lauda?
4. Who serves for a longer time, a Sen
ator or a member of tbe House of'
Representatives?
5. In classical music, who were the
3 B's?
6. What political· group is called
S.W.A.P.O.?
7. In the movies Rocky who starred as
Apollo Creed?
8. Who are the 1983 N.C.A.A. basket
ball champions?
9. What is the capital of Australia?
10. Who invented the revolver?
11. In th_e English language, a word that
spells the same backwards as well as
forwards is called Z
12. Who was the f.irst man to circum
navigate the world?
13. What is the chemical symbol for
gold?
14. Would you associate an apothecary
with plants, animals, drugs or physics?
15. What major war was fought be
tween 1950 and 1953?
16. Which would be kept in an Apiary:
birds, bees or butterflies?
17. The last summit of non-aligned
nations was recently concluded in
what country?

18. Approximately how much is the
state budget for the fiscal year
1983-84?
19. The Ringling Bros. and Barnum &
Bailey circus has spanned 113 years of
circus history. True or False?
20. How many states compri�ed the
Union?
ANSWERS
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DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC
SPRING CONCERT SERIE;S

CAREER DAY

A series of five performances by
students and faculty musicians comprise
the Spring Concerts of the Department
of Music at Baruch College.

Last year over 200 students attended our
Career Day where they spoke to 15 alumni
from a variety of career fields.

The Baruch Chamber Orchestra,
under the cl i rection of Dr. Doug Ias
Anderson-, will perform works by Ander
son, J.B. Breval, and Ravel in the open
concert on Wednesday, Ap·r il 22, at
11:20 a.m.
The Series continues on Monday,
May 2 at 1:50 p.m. with a �e!ection of
chamber works by Dufay,. Mendelssohn,
Brahms, and others, performed by
members of the Department of Mu.sic.·
°

On Tuesday, May 3 at 12:40 p.m. Dr.
Anne Swartz conducts the Baruch Col
lege Chorus in Mozart's Ave verum
corpus as well as selections by Bach,
Tchaikovsky, and Rachmaninoff.
The music faculty will present works
for solo piano, organ, and guitar on
Wednesday, May 4 at 12:35 p.m.
Several arias by Vivaldi and a selection
from Bach's Musical Offering are also
scheduled.
The concert series ends on Monday,
May 9, when Milt Hinton will direct the
Baruch Jazz Workshop at 3)00 p.m.
All concerts are held in the Walter E.
Nallin Recital Hall, Room 1220, 17
Lexington Avenue. Members of the
Barch community and the public are
cordially invited to attend. Admission is
free.
For further information contact:
Professor Andrew Tomasello
Publicity Coordinator
Department 0·t Musi'c '
(212) 725-3291, 3292

This year we plan to have recent
. Baruch alumni from the following fields
partici_pate in our program:
Accou·nting
Finance
Computers
Marketing

Liberal Arts
Management
Retailing
Advertising

"CAREER DAY"
Friday, April 29, 1983 - 9:15 a.m. to
1:00 _p.m. Room 114, 155 East 24th St.
Sponsore_ a by Career Planning and
Placement. Meet informally with
Baruch alumni from:
Computers
Accounting
Management
Finance
Advertising
Marketing
Liberal Arts
Retailing
William L. Mcloughlin

PART-TIME POSITIONS
!'art-time sales positions are available dt
the largest, most extensive computer
,tore in New York. We are looking for
<1ggressive individuals who have tht·
<1bility and drive to sell. Must havt·
,ome computer background. Excellen1
Parning opportunity. Owning a horn,·
computer a big plus. If you are
terested call:
Bill Goldberg - 889-8130

N.Y.C. Style
By Esmond Scott

It was after my f)ight had arrived a
LaGuardia airport that I realized I wo "
have more than an hour's wait befo
was picked up. Somehow, I had got
terribly mixed-up with EST and D
and was resolved to wait.

times. Apparently my party had already
-left for the airport to pick me up. As I
retrieved my dime from the coin return
,lot, I decided to -try once again to get
·�er just in case.she was in the shower.
1fyhe telephone had hardly rung two.
'times when my neighboring telephone
·
over beside me.
you do us a

Missouri,
dull slow-

PASSING THE COURSE
ErmnE s YOU TO A

COMPLIMENTARY
LICENSE PLATE-·

quite jitter
suit had hi
although I stra
just what they
could not hear an
ling of coins. I fig
some trouble as the atli
spun around frequently an
companion to hurry. I could not see'the
phone box.
The telephone at home rang many

[�!- ti) 83J

l�eep,eeepl
--·"
theme song as I gazed
amazement at the phone box, pried
open and its coin box empty.

•
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The Whitney Museum at Philip Morris

Summer Session '83
As the Spring '83 semester draws to a
close, the College is gearing up for its
Summer Session. Registration will take
place June 6 through 9. Late Registra
tion and Change of Program will be
June 13 and 14.
Students who intend on ta.king classes
during the Summer Session should file a
Summer Intent applicatoin at the Regis
trar's Office, Room 203, 24th Street
Building. Summer Intent applications
should be submitted no later than May
2nd.
Registration materials will be mailed to
those students who filed a Summer In
tent. These will be mailed during the
last week in May. Students who do not
file an intent and who wish to take
courses during the Summer Session will
have to pick up their registration mater
ials at the Registrar's Office, beginning
May 31.
A copy of the Summer Session sched
ule will be posted outside the Regis
trar's Office on May 2nd. Individual
copies of the Schedule of Classes will be
available May 31.
Summer Session Classes will begin
Monday, June 13 and end Monday,
August 1. Monday, July 4, will be a
holiday.
Registration will be In-Person only.
Appointments will be assigned accord
ing to the number of credits completed
or expected to be completed through
the end of the Spring '83 semester.
Students who are on probation must

submit proof of having met the terms of
their probation before they can pick up
their registration materials. They will
not receive these materials in the mail.
Once again I would recommend that you
give a stamped, self-addressed postcard
to your instructors on which they can re
cord the grades you received. These
postcards can then be submitted as
proof of having met the terms of your
probation.
Students who have a financial obli
gation to the College or who have been
made delinquent by an office of the
College will not receive registration
materials. They will have to submit doc
umentation to the Registrar's Office
which will verify that the delinquency
or financial obligation has been satis
fied. These would have to be resolved
before April 25 to insure the receipt of
the registration materials in the mail.
All students who are intending on
taking classes this summer can help to
facilitate their registration for classes if
they:
• File a Summer Intent Application
by May 2 so that registration mate·
rials can be mailed to them
• Resolve financial or other obliga
tions by April 25
• Obtain grades from instructors if on
probation
• Obtain a copy of the Schedule of
Classes before registration begins.

The Registrar

•

The Dancers of 1971 recast in bronze
with white patina. Mark di Suvero has
made a suspended, kinetic construction
of stainless steel and aluminum.
Among the scutptures that have been
selected from the Permanent Collection
of the Whitney Museum are Claes
Oldenburg's gyrating Ice Bag - Scale
C of 1971, and Alan Saret's T rue Jungle:
Canopy Forest of 1968.

By Norma Eversley

The inaugural exhibition of the Whit
ney Museum of American Art at Philip
Morris surveys the work of modern
American sculptors on paper and in
three dimensions. The museum which
opened on Friday, April 8, is locat
ed in the street-level pedestrian plaza of
the new international headquarters of
Philip Morris Incorporated, at 120 Park
Avenue, across from Grand Central ter
minal.
The street-level pedestrian plaza has
been specially designed to include a
5,200 square-foot sculpture court, which
contains 20th-century American sculp
ture, and an adjacent 1,100 square-foot
gallery tor changing exhibitions. The
space was designed by Ulrich Franzen,
the building's architect, in cooperation
with the Whitney Museum.
Three works were especially designed
for the sculpture court. They include
John Chamberlain's City Lux of 1983,
a 12-foot-high wall relief of crushed
automobile parts, ·and George Segal's

STUDENTS' VIEWS
(Photographs by Mike Richardson)
WHAT MAJOR CHANGE WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE AT BARUCH COLLEGE?

Mary Onatzevitch-Upr. Jnr.
Registration. It's the biggest problem
at school. Why can't they have it
computerized like other universities?
Why is it manual?

Erwin Guzman-Upr. Snr.
A more efficent way of registering
the students. And if possible, through
computers. This would make it effi
cient for the people who work in the
Registrar's office as well as the
students.

Frinette Molina-Lwr. Snr.
I would like some of the teachers to
be more helpful to.the students by mak
ing work more clear instead of being so
vague or abstract.

The sculptures are on continuous dis
play in the sculpture court and are visi
ble from both 42nd Street and Park Ave
nue. The sculptures were selected by
Lisa Phillips, Associate Curator, Branch
Museums, and installed in a garden set
ting by Ms. Phillips, Museum Director
Tom Armstrong, and Charles Froom,
design consultant.
The adjacent gallery, which faces
42nd Street, presents six changing ex
hibitions each year. While the focus is
on 20th-century painting and sculpture,
a variety of American art is also rnclud
ed. These works include Elie Nadel
man's marble and bronze Sur La Pfage
of 1915, Gaston Lachaise's drawing of
Seated Nude, 1932-35, and David
Smith's Cockfight - Variation of 1945.
The gallery is open free to the pub
lic Monday through Saturday from 11:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Thursday to 7:30
p.m. Sculpture court hours will be an
nounced.
The Whitney Museum of American
Art at Philip Morris is a continuation of
cultural involvement by one of the coun
try's leading corporate supporters of the
arts. This is appropriate at a time when
government support of the arts has decreased.
•

Belle Zeller
Continued from page 7, col. 7

Reicher: There was no exam. I just
had to write an essay concerning my
career objectives, along with three rec
ommendations. I was interviewed after I
was chosen as a finalist.
THE REPORTER: How much were
you allocated for the scholarship?
Reicher: The award is one thousand
dollars a year until I graduate.
THE REPORTER: Did/Will you re
ceive any publicity for winning this
scholarship?
Reicher: There will be a Belle Zeller
Scholarship Award dinner at the Shera-·
ton Center on April 14, which will honor
the Honorable Robert F. Wagner, for
mer mayor of N.Y.C., as well as the
CUNY students and their families. The
dinner is co-sponsored by the Profes
sional Staff Congress/CUNY and The
Committee for Public Higher Education.
THE REPORTER: What advice would
you give to a student who is intere.sted
in the Belle Zeller scholarship?
Reicher: Keep your index up, and get
involved with community affairs. I am a
member of the Strap Hangers, a citizen
group that's inte. r ested in improving
mass transit. I also interned with coun
cilman Stanley Michel of the Sixth Dis
trict in Upper Manhattan.
THE REPORTER congratulates Ms.
Reicher on her Be)le Zeller achieve
•
ment!

John lmpenna-Lwr. Snr.
Greater availability of time by the
counsellors and Dean Newhouse also.
It would be nice if her majesty (Dean
Newhouse) would allow us peasants
some of her precious time.

Steven Fliegelman-Lwr. Snr.
I prefer to see better cooperation in
the counselling department: Some
teachers have to go. (We need) a re
view of the teachers here.

LOOK FOR OUR SPECIAL ELECTION ISSUE

Brett Green-Lwr. Jnr.
I suppose they could organize regis
tration efficiently. This is a business
school and what students of busii:iess
learn is that for an organization
such as Baruch College-to achieve
maximum efficiency or just to make
the students content they should
strive for that-better coordination.
Also, activities all around such as
movies could be more coordinated.
These goals if attained would help or
•
aid to maximize satisfaction.
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THE BARUCH A.S.PA. � S
Managing Human Resources

OPEN HOUSE PROGRAM ON

"INTERVIEWING / RESUMES"
What works i1 the real world

FRIDAY,APRIL 29,1983
6PM
Rm. 114 155 -=· 24th St.
If you wish to participate in mock interviews
in front of small groups to be critiqued, get further details from
Charles Lyles or any A.S.P.A. Member

Oinne,.,

72S-3385 Rm. 525 / 527 26th St Biel
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

B•
L•
A•
C•
K•

!;n-ce-y,-cainment

B.L.A.C.K. is still strong and active in Baruch
B.L.A.C.K. is at its pe�k
On April 8, 1983, B.L.A.C.K. teaftHed Teresa Mason,
Assistant District Attorney of the Bronx. She
informed students about careers in Law and updated
us on what is happening in our judicial system_ today.
We also featured Malcolm Smith, Chairman, Area Policy Boards.
He informed students about the current economic and
·
political status of Blacks in our community and careers in Politics.
On April 15, 1983, B.L.A.C.K. featured Roy Innis and Charles
Stevens. The lecturers enlightened the Baruch community
about the current activities of Blacks in politics and their
partici_pation with energy programs.
On April 29, 1983, B.L.A.C.K. will have its Membership Drive Party.
We plan to distribute buttoAs and T-shirts at this event.
On May 6, 1983, we will end our activities with our annual
Awards Ceremony and End of Semester Party. We plan to
· have a band, a singer, and a poet providing us with
our traditional source of entertainment.

